Correspondence.

DEPARTED GENTLEMEN

TO THE EDITORS OF THE NATION:

Do permit me to protest, in the most emphatic manner, against the injurious and unjustifiable statements that have been printed and circulated, with the sanction of the Nation, regarding my late Most Excellent Brother, Charles B. Goodspeed, D.D., who departed this life on the 16th instant, in his 74th year.

I am, etc.,

[Signature]

[Printer's Note]

[End Note]

Notes.

Charles E. Goodspeed, Boston, in connection with D. B. Griswold, proposes a new and elegant edition ("The Mercator"") of John Adams's works in sixteen volumes, to be ready in May.

A new edition of the Collected Works of John Adams will be published by the American Antiquarian Society. The publisher is D. B. Griswold, and the price is $100. The work is to be issued in six volumes, to be complete in 1858.